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Arisa, Vol. 01 (Arisa, #1) by Natsumi Ando Chapters 1-4. I was really intrigued by the premise of twins separated by divorced parents. I liked how Arisa setup her
twin, Tsubasa, to learn about her life. Its hard to share when you work at hiding your unhappiness so long. I really liked Tsubasa's personality - her "demon princess"
nature and insistence on doing what is right. Arisa 1 by Natsumi Ando, Paperback | Barnes & NobleÂ® Tsubasa thinks that her pretty and popular twin sister, Arisa,
has the perfect life. Everyone at school loves Arisa-unlike the hot-tempered Tsubasa, whose nickname is â€œThe Demon Princess.â€• But when Arisa attempts
suicide, Tsubasa learns that her seemingly perfect sister has been keeping some dark secrets. Arisa 1: Natsumi Ando, Andria Cheng: Amazon.com: Books Arisa 1
[Natsumi Ando, Andria Cheng] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Tsubasa thinks that her pretty and popular twin sister, Arisa, has the perfect
life. Everyone at school loves Arisaâ€”unlike the hot-tempered Tsubasa.

Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Arisa 1 Arisa is a manga that I decided to try out solely based on the intriguing premise. I'm very pleased with the exploration of it
in this first volume and the huge potential the series has going forward. Arisa 1 - Kodansha Comics Twin sisters, Arisa and Tsubasa, are separated by their parents'
divorce. The twins secretly exchange letters during their separation. Finally reunited after three years, Arisa asks Tsubasa to pretend to be her and spend a day in her
school just for fun. Arisa 1 by Natsumi Ando | PenguinRandomHouse.com Tsubasa thinks that her pretty and popular twin sister, Arisa, has the perfect life. Everyone
at school loves Arisa-unlike the hot-tempered Tsubasa, whose nickname is â€œThe Demon Princess.â€• But when Arisa attempts suicide, Tsubasa learns that her
seemingly perfect sister has been keeping some dark secrets.

ARISA Chapter 1 By Natsumi Ando Tsubasa thinks that her pretty and popular twin sister, Arisa, has the perfect life. Everyone at school loves Arisa-unlike the
hot-tempered Tsubasa, whose nickname is "The Demon Princess." But when Arisa attempts suicide, Tsubasa learns that her seemingly perfect sister has been keeping
some dark secrets. Arisa vol. 1-6 - Natsumi Ando | Heart of Manga Arisa vol.1-6 â€“ Natsumi Ando April 17, 2012. Arisa by Natsumi Ando is currently an ongoing
shoujo series published in Nakayoshi magazine in Japan. It was licensed for North America by Del Rey in 2009. After the first volume release and dissolve of Del
Rey, the publishing was then taken over in 2010 by Kodansha Comics. Arisa is a mystery / suspense story that is a darker look at the teen clique and the mental issues
that social outcasts suffer.
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